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By: Kris Van Loo

New  Life…

Every year we are eagerly looking forward to the spring. Not so much for the weather, because 
nowadays the seasons are too capricious. Breeding is far less capricious. Z-breeders are the weather 
men of modern breeding. They predict what is to be expected after having thoroughly studied the 
matter. Like weather predictions, the expectations are not always met, but often they are. Therefore it 
is just waiting what the day will bring, the day of birth, of new life. Z-Magazine asked some breeders 
about their expectations. What brought new life to their breeding activities? Do the foals live up to 
their expectations? How did they go about it and is the result what they had predicted? And then 
what? Some of them we will see next month at Z-Festival, others prefer to see their foals grow up 
and prefer to train them themselves. A variety of views will come up here below. How do our breeders 
get their results? You can read all about it in ‘New Life…’

Ambriorix Z
‘Breeding is always a little exciting and that is precisely 
why you are doing it’, says Rik Van Leuven smiling, who 
has a horticultural centre by the same name in Hofstade. 
‘And we also sell horse feed, in fact, that is how got into 
horses, although it had been coming for a long time’, 
Rik explains, who is an active member of the local 
riding club. He no longer rides himself, he leaves that 
up to his 21 year old son. ‘We are simple riders from 

the local riding club and we breed for our own use. My 
son likes to train horses and he is looking forward to 
train Ambriorix Z. Ambriorix Z is a son of Aktion Pur 
Z,  out of Cameron Z, a daughter of Crown Z x Darco. 
‘Cameron Z was bought as a foal at an auction and had 
stayed in the fields for five years, wild and neglected. I 
remember that it had something to do with a divorce. 
We bought the mare and we had to catch her with two 

Ambriorix Z
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other horses, she had never even worn a head-collar 
and she was not chipped’, Rik remembers. ‘My son 
saddle-broke her and is now jumping her at medium 
riding club level.’ Last year Rik Van Leuven decided to 
have her covered and he chose Aktion Pur Z. ‘I know a 
former rider of Zangersheide and he persuaded me to 
use Aktion Pur Z. A great horse that can jump anything, 
but one with a character, which is precisely how I like 
them’, says a grinning Van Leuven. ‘I am quite pleased 
with the horse. My son would have preferred Asca Z, 
but that did not catch so I chose Aktion Pur Z. I can take 
a risk sometimes, breeding is always exciting, is not it? 
And for Cameron Z I wanted a good stallion. Ambriorix 
Z is her first foal and perhaps one day we will see him 
jump in a competition with Rik’s son in a few years. 

Levita Proosthof Z & 
Caloma Proosthof Z

‘We breed for our own use. It is not the intention that 
we go to Z-Festival and certainly not to sell the foal at 
the Z Quality Auction. I only sold one foal in my life 
and that was because I received a good offer. It was a 
foal by Think Big van T&L and Luc Tilleman bought 
it.’ Rik is so happy with his new colt that he has had his 
mare served by Aktion Pur Z again. ‘I absolutely love 
Zandor Z, but I believed that frozen sperm would now 
be too risky.’ Via Zandor Z Rik Van Leuven came to 
Zangersheide. ‘We do not breed a foal every year. Before 
I registered them with the BWP, but when you discover 
how simple and at the same time how professional things 
are done at Zangersheide, it is a natural choice. You get 
better service for the same price’, Van Leuven concludes.

Benjamin Geysen is a real Benjamin in breeding. His first 
foal, by Cicero Van Paemel Z, was born in 2008. He 
must have been about 16, or so. Nowadays he is breeding 
horses professionally by the name of Proosthof, located 
on Proosthoevebaan in Vorselaar. As a small boy, he 
had a Shetland pony, which would even buck the saddle 
cloth off its back. Benjamin’s father also liked horses 
and bought himself a hack, but had no time for riding. 
His son did and got the bug. ‘I never rode any of the 
better horses, but I immediately fell in love with horses. I 
was ambitious and wanted to become a top-class rider’, 
Benjamin remembers. His parents allowed him to go 
to the horse humaniora in Bilzen, but he did not really 
find there what he was looking for. ‘Especially not when 
you have ambitions for the sport’, Geysen explains, who 
continued his training at Dirk Demeersman and Karel 
Boonen from Studfarm De Vier Dagmaelen. The parents 
of Benjamin bought an eight hectares domain and built 
the stables that are now Benjamin’s working place. ‘At 
first I wanted to become an international professional 
rider. I soon found out that we do not have the funds for 
that kind of thing.’ His ambition was adjusted. The main 
activity of Proosthof is now the training of young horses, 
which are then sold to start an international career. And 
some of those youngsters come from their own breeding. 
‘I aim at four, five foals per year. He started his studfarm 

with the wrong kind of broodmares, Benjaming admits. 
‘I soon said goodbye to them. You have to make a strict 
selection of your mares stock and use mares from proved 
families. I found some whose parents had featured at 
Olympic level.’ In the past Geysen used Clintissimo Z, 
Comilfo Plus Z and Clarissimo Z. This year he already 
had a foal by Cascor Z and Levisto Alpha Z. ‘I am 
a beginning breeder and am scarcely out of the egg. 
Hopefully you will hear a lot from Proosthof eventually, 

Arabica JP Z & Caristello JP Z

otherwise I am doing it wrong’, laughs Benjamin, who 
chose Zangersheide right from the start. ‘Because it is 
a commercial and innovative studbook and because, 
quite honestly, I do not like club life. Fortunately 
Zangersheide offers good stallions. Z is a studbook that 
shows an interest in sport and breeding. Their stallions 
are selected on the basis of sport qualities and that is 
another pro’, believes Benjamin Geysen.

‘Arabica JP Z is easily the prettiest foal I ever bred’, 
says an elated Johnny Poelmans and that also reveals 
his stable name ‘JP’. In the remote past he was a motor 
crosser. ‘I was told by the doctor a few decades ago that 
I had to stop doing that. I have always been interested 
in horses, but when I was still riding my motorbike, I 
had no time for them. After my motor-cross period I 
bought a horse and not much later I started breeding. 
My eldest breeding product is now an 8-yr-old. I do not 
often sell a horse, if I have to play even I would rather 

keep them. Ben Thiry is training my horses and starts 
them in competitions.’ This year Johnny had foals by 
Clintissimo Z and Air Jordan Alpha Z and the latter is 
his favourite. ‘Absolutely the finest thing ever born here, 
much prettier than my Clintissimo Z foal’, Poelmans 
explains. Dam Danae D’O is a daughter of Nabab de 
Reve x Narcos II. She was sold to Italy, jumped in the 
sport there but got injured and then returned to Belgium. 
That is where Johnny Poelmans managed to get hold 
of her one and a half years ago. He has since sold her. 

Levita Proosthof Z

Caloma Proosthof Z
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‘And I am already sorry that I did. I could only breed 
one foal out of her and that turns out the best one I 
ever bred.’ Poelmans has a passion for Air Jordan Alpha 
Z. ‘As soon as I saw him, I fell for him. It was love at 
first sight. I first saw him under Kris Christiaens and 
then watched all the videos of Air Jordan and Alpha. 
It is because of Air Jordan Z that Johnny ended up 
with Zangersheide. Poelmans runs a building company, 
breeding is his hobby. ‘As a rule, I bred one foal per year, 
although at present I have five mares in foal, several of 
which by Air Jordan Alpha Z, of course! We will soon see 

Arabica JP Z at Z-Festival. ‘I have been going there for 
five years already, although I was disappointed several 
times. ‘I hope that this time Arabica will be selected for 
the auction, then my dream would come true. I never 
managed to get there. I did manage to sell a foal once 
at Z-Festival, to Michel Spaas, but otherwise I have not 
become any better by it yet. Sitting in the stands of the 
Z Quality Auction in September and see your foal being 
auctioned, I am already dreaming about that’, says a 
smiling Johnny Poelmans. 

Arabica JP Z Caristello JP Z
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Animato Z

Chimera Z
Martina Zacchetti from Italy is an university student. 
Besides her studies, she spends her time with horses. In 
Italy she is jumping at 1.40m level. Martina rides the 
horses of her grandmother Mafalda Fumagalli. They 
have three horses, one is a mare: Ombra di Valmarina 
(For Pleasure) and from her they bred a foal: Chimera 
Z, son of Clintissimo Z. Martina saw Clintissimo dur-
ing a visit to the WC for Young Horses and was imme-
diately taken by his charm and character. The intention 
is that Martina will train and start her new life herself. 
Chimera is a Z-foal simply because, after a long quest to 
find the right studbook, she found Zangersheide, so the 
Italian explains, and during the WC Young Horses she 
was convinced.

it went with Copperfield, who got a colt by Dieu Merci 
van T&L (Toulon). ‘I breed one or two foals per year, 
for my own use. If they are good enough, they stay until 
they are 7-yr-olds’, says Jan, who already started several 
horses in the WC of Zangersheide. He chose Dieu Merci 
van T&L because that stallion stood out head and 
shoulders above the other 4-yr-olds. ‘And I am working 
together a lot with Luc Tilleman. I share three horses with 
Luc, which also played a role in the choice of stallion’,  
Van Alken explains. This is the first time that he registers 
a foal with Zangersheide. ‘I used to register my foals 
with the BWP. Last year I jumped Cloe at Z-Festival and 
I also started in the WC. The professionalism of those 
events has convinced me to go for Zangersheide’, Van 
Alken explains, who again has several young horses that 
qualify for the WC. He will not take Douglas vd Start 
Z to Z-Festival. ‘As a professional rider I train young 
horses. I have sufficient land to rear my foals and it is 
always fun to train your own breeding products. There 
is a good chance that I will bring Douglas to Z-Festival, 
only that will be in about four years time’, says Jan with 
a laugh.

The Dutchman Liezen chose to mate his mare Zatendro 
(Contendro x Ahorn Z) to Aktion Pur Z. This is the 
first crop of Aktion Pur Z and Liezen liked the former 
sport stallion. ‘He is a handsome and tough horse and 
I talked about him with Angelique Hoorn who was 

Animato Z

Chimera Z

elated about his sport qualities. Aktion Pur Z is new 
on the scene and that makes him a little exclusive’, says 
Liezen. ‘Zatendro is an exceptionally good dam, you can 
try anything with her in breeding. Zatendro was bred 
by Will Schellekens and comes from a fine line which 
is also linked to Burggraaf, ISA Today and Accorado.’ 
Liezen bought Zatendro as a 4-yr-old in foal to Caretino 
Z. Liezen works in the ship-building industry and has 
a past as a breeder of driving horses. Six years ago he 
decided to try his hand at showjumping horse breeding 
as well. ‘Horses are purely a hobby of mine and when 
you start breeding, you know that you are starting a 
long term story. I bought five expensive broodmares 
to breed with and I have been working with them for 
a few years now.’ Liezen likes Animato Z but he says: 
‘The important thing is that also other people find it a 
pretty and good foal.’ Liezen is living near Ruud Pijper, 
who had a champion foal at Z-Festival in the past. This 
inspired Liezen to register his foal with Zangersheide. 
‘I am certainly considering to present Animato Z at 
Z-Festival, in the first place to get selected for the Z 
Quality Auction. I have not been there before and I like 
to see what it is about’, says Liezen.

Douglas vd Start Z
Since the BC for 7-yr-olds, Jan Van Alken from 
Neeroeteren is no longer an unknown. Penelope 
Leprevost won that BC in Lummen on Cloe vh Kapelhof 
Z (Chippendale Z), who had been trained by Jan Van 
Alken. He visited breeder Johan Saelmans, who believed 
that Jan was interested in Cloe, but it turned out that Jan 
was even more interested in his daughter. Jan is now the 
son-in-law of Johan Saelmans and is also in love with his 
horses, such as Cloe vh Kapelhof Z, for example. Last 
year Van Alken and Cloe won the 6-yr-olds in Lummen 
and finished third in the Z-Tour. They even made it to 
the WC in Zangersheide, where they had the last fence 
down. Stephan Conter bought Cloe, first gave her to 
Annelies Vorsselmans and when she moved back to the 
Netherlands, Conter entrusted the horse to Penelope 
Leprevost. In Lummen Jan Van Alken watched from the 
stands how his pupil became Belgian Champion. Jan is a 
professional rider and a hobby breeder. He takes care of 
about a dozen horses which he trains until they are 7-yr-
olds. ‘As soon as they become 8-yr-olds, they become too 
expensive for me’, Jan honestly admits. ‘And when you 
have to start at international level, the horses at home 
are standing still.’ Before the young mares start their 
training, they first have a foal as 3-yr-olds. That is how 

Douglas vd Start Z
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When you think of Van het Waterschoot, you think of 
Gudrun Patteet and when you think of Gudrun Patteet, 
you immediately think of the recent WC for Young 
Horses. In September last Gudrun was on the platform 
for the 7-yr-olds standing in between Jos Lansink and 
Rodrigo Pessoa. Gudrun has meanwhile turned into 
an international five star rider and her career started at 
her parents’ studfarm Van het Waterschoot and we are 
referring to Nelke vh Waterschoot, the mare on which 
she made a name for herself in the sport. Gudrun and 
Nelke, who was bred by her parents, were Belgian 
champion of the student and young riders, they won the 
Nations Cup of Lummen and silver at the EC young rid-
ers. They have a well-filled record and after her sport 
career, Nelke became one of the foundation dams of 
the family studfarm. She is, for example, grandam of 
Alaska vh Waterschoot Z (Asca Z) and Carpe Dieam vh 
Waterschoot Z (Crown Z). Nelke is also dam of Quiere 
Me Mucho vh Waterschoot (Caeser vd Helle). She per-
formed nicely in series for young horses until, as a 6-yr-

old, unloading at the cycle competition, flipped her foot 
and broke a split a bone there. That was the end of her 
sport career. Quiere Me Mucho now serves the stud-
farm of the Patteet family and gave birth to Da Vinci vh 
Waterschoot Z this year, a son of Diamant de Semilly. 
‘A real great foal’, says mama Patteet. ‘Enormously pow-
erful, one bundle of muscles. We are all very pleased with 
him, except for the groom, who finds him too strong al-
ready (laughs). The foals from Van het Waterschoot are 
consistently registered with Z. ‘On the one hand out of 
friendship with Judy Ann and the Melchior family, but 
there are also rational considerations. When you add up 
all your cost, you are best off with Zangersheide’, Patteet 
explains and then turns the question around: why would 
you register with any other studbook? I do not know the 
answer.’ The foals from Van het Waterschoot normally 
stay in Belsele, where Gudrun eventually trains them. 
Who knows, perhaps in a couple of years we will see Da 
Vinci and Gudrun again on the platform of the WC in 
Lanaken?

Coconut, Jukebox, Balouto, Jago, 
Campari, Chanel, Java, Asterix, 

Nikita... van Paemel Z

Luc Van Eeckhoudt is a notary-public near Brussels. 
Breeding horses is his life and passion. He was on the 
mares and stallion juries of the BWP and for eight years 
chaired that studbook. Precisely during that period he 
chose Carthago Z to be mated to his Randel Z daughter. 
From that combination Cicero Van Paemel Z was 
born who pursued an international career under Dirk 
Demeersman and is now standing at Zangersheide. 
The former BWP chairman registers his foals with 
Zangersheide, this year already three by Cicero and this 

Da Vinci vh Waterschoot Z

Mother of Jaguar van Paemel (grey) and the mother of Cicero van Paemel Z (bay)

will surprise no-one. Van Eeckhoudt laughs: ‘It will be 
no surprise to you that I believe in our self-bred stallions 
for 200%. I use Cicero Z as much as possible because 
he fits most mares and always passes on his power 
and attitude. Last year I even bought three new mares 
to be served by him:  Lady Lisa (dam of Alvaceno ), 
Wailok  (combination Lys De Darmen x Nimmerdor ), 
a good mares line with the right attitude and Orsinaa 
(Nimmerdor and the dam of Amor van de Rostal, a 
1.60m level showjumping horse ). I always go for power x 

Da Vinci vh Waterschoot Z
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Levisto Junior A Z
A cheeky, dancing, handsome animal, is how Doedens 
briefly describes his colt. He is a former rider from 
Haalderen and regularly breeds a foal, mostly for own 
use or for his breeding. Doedens has been a breeding 
member of Zangersheide for ten years and decided to 
mate his mare to Levisto Alpha Z. ‘I bought this mare 
Ceroterma (Odermus) as a filly. I rode her myself, so I 
know her thoroughly. She can jump, but she looks at 
everything and at the show she could get very excited. 
I was therefore looking for a level-headed stallion and 
found Levisto Alpha Z’, Doedens explains. He believes 
that the result exceeds expectations. Levisto Jr. is a 
colt and this is the first time that Doedens will start at 
Z-Festival. ‘I never entered a foal for Z-Festival. It will 

Aktion Star HP Z & So Wath HP Z
You can always go to Maurice Hermans for sanitary 
fittings and heating. Age 69, he gives the example that 
we all have to work for a longer period of time. In his 
free time he breeds horses, two a year. When end of the 
70s a riding school settled near where he lived, his son 
and daughter were elated. Maurice and his wife followed 
their kids to the riding school. Horses were bought and 
they gradually started their breeding activities. And then 
happened what mostly happens: the kids stopped riding 
and the parents were left holding the horses. Fortunately, 
both parents remained passionate horse lovers right up 

to today. ‘I have been a Z-breeder from the first moment, 
because I also like Holsteiner mares’, Hermans explains. 
One of those mares, Corrada, is a daughter of Corrado 
I x Capitol I. Maurice bought her as a 4-yr-old and she 
was in foal. He kept her exclusively for breeding and she 
has already given him ten foals. One of them is jumping 
at international level under Jessica Kürten: Taloccoa Z 
(Tlaloc La Silla), in 2006 sixth at Z-Festival and bought 
by Ulrich Kasselman at the Z Quality Auction for 
15,000 euro. ‘The best foal I bred so far was Casallo 
Z, by Casall out of a Carthago Z daughter. Casallo is 

Levisto Junior A Z

power and attitude. We also have a product of Baloubet 
de Rouet, out of our own line, of course. I twice chose 
Jaguar, once Numero Uno and once Asca Z. I prefer 
well proven stallions with the right state of mind’,  Luc 
Van Eeckhoudt concludes. Coconut Van Paemel Z is a 
daughter of Cicero Z out of Sissi (Sandro Boy). Jukebox 
Van Paemel Z is a son of Betina Van Paemel (Darco x 
Randel Z) by Jaguar van Paemel. That same Jaguar is in 
turn a son of Cicero Z out of Sissi (Sandro Boy).

Jukebox Z

Balouto van Paemel Z

Chanel van Paemel Z, Campari van Paemel Z

all be new to me and I hope that we will make it to 
the Z Quality Auction. That would also be a first’, says 
Doedens.
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jumping under the Italian Piergiorgio Bucci.’ The horse 
which Jessica Kürten is jumping has been renamed 
Tiganello. The same dam, Corrada, now produced So 
Wath HP Z, a filly by Sandro Boy. ‘Sandro Boy fits 
that mare very well, So Wath is already our fifth foal by 
Sandro Boy’, Maurice explains. ‘The other foal, Aktion 
Star Z, is by Aktion Pur Z. My choice of that stallion 
can be simply explained, I have always believed Aktion 
Pur to be a great horse and when he became available 
for breeding, I did not hesitate for a second. Our choices 
are not always so easily agreed upon, my wife and I have 
long disputes about the stallion to use.’ Aktion Star’s 
dam is Caretina HP, a daughter of Caretino Z x Cantus 
and she is presently in foal to Levisto Z. Hermans does 
occasionally keep a foal for breeding, but he has no 
problem selling them, either. ‘I have done well several 
times with the Z Quality Auction. I will also take this 
year’s two foals to Z-Festival, with the intention that 
they are selected for the auction’, Maurcie Hermans 
concludes.

Aktion Star HP Z

So Wath HP Z
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Zahra Rouge Z
Haras De Rouges is well-known in French showjumping 
horse breeding and far beyond. Located at a domain of 
220 hectare near Saint-Lô, it was founded by Fernand 
Leredde. The horses from ‘Rouge’ won team gold at the 
Montreal Olympics in 1976, individual bronze at the 
Atlanta Olympics (1996) and were European Champion 
in 1999. At Haras De Rouge Dirka (Nankin) was born, 
who would later be the dam of Quidam de Revel. Dirka 
was also the dam of Ardente, on which Xavier Leredde, 
then age 19, jumped his first Nations Cup. Over the years 
Xavier has grown into a much appreciated member of 
the jury of Z-Festival and  the Zangersheide stallion 
selection. The Leredde family has earned its metal in 
breeding, with celebrities such as Papillon Rouge and 
Fleche Rouge. This year Zahra Rouge Z, by Zandor Z, 
was born at Xavier Leredde.

Chagall N Z
The Nos family from Germany registered Chagall N Z, 
a foal by Chaman out of Tiny, daughter of Casall. Hans 
Otto Nos has been a professional in the horse sport for 
thirty years. ‘And I have been a member of Zangersheide 
from the start because I immediately agreed with the 
views of Leon Melchior. He aims to breed the best 
possible sport horse and that is also my aim. We are on 
the same wavelength. As a German breeder, I already 
used Quito de Baussy many years ago.’ Sportpferde Nos 
is a sport and sales stables, originally run by father Hans 
Otto and his wife Barbel. Since then, their daughters 
Sylvia and Stefanie have come to support them and they 
start the horses in the sport. The breeding activities of 
the Nos family has already produced seven licensed 
stallions. ‘As a rule we keep the mares for the sport and 
after their sport careers they are used for breeding.’ That 
outlines the future of Chagall N Z, a colt: ‘If he has not 
already been sold by the time of Z-Festival, chances are 
that we will present him at the foal championships with 
the hope to be selected for the Z Quality Auction’, Barbel 
confirms. ‘Chagall is nevertheless a nice foal. When he is 
in the ring with his dam, he already starts looking for 
the fences.’ They chose Chaman as sire of Chagall. ‘With 
the philosophy of Zangersheide in mind, we also want 
the best sport stallions and then you soon end up with 
Chaman. The Nos family had bought dam Tiny for the 
sport, until an injury twisted fate and Tiny made a career 
switch to broodmare. Chagall is her first foal and now 
they want a foal from Tiny by Levisto Z.

Chagall N Z

Zahra Rouge Z



In the previous Z-Magazine the first 8 foals born at 
Studfarm Zangersheide this year were presented to 
you. In the meantime the second lot was born, 5 fillies 
and 2 colts. A summary:

Comilfo Plus Z

Comilfo Plus Z may not have been in the limelight for 
a while, at Zangersheide we unconditionally believe in 
this stallion. The yearlings he has produced are the best 
in their group and also the newly born foals have great 
conformations. An extra reason to have him also serve 
some of our best mares this year to guarantee the fu-
ture. Three of the 7 new foals are by Comilfo Plus Z. The 
first foal is a filly out of the young mare Carry me Over 
Z, a daughter of Catoki out of the retired internation-
al Comtessa Z (Campione). The second is a colt out of 
the clone of Ratina Z, Ratina Gamma Z. This handsome 
bay colt is already the 8th foal of Ratina Gamma Z. The 
third Comilfo Plus Z is a colt out of Cherry Z, therefore 
a half-brother to the successful Carry Z (Caretano Z). 
Unfortunately, this was the last foal of Cherry Z, for the 
16-yr-old mare died several weeks ago. She has left sev-
eral very valuable young horses behind at the Studfarm, 
including Careko Z, a 5-yr-old full brother of Carry Z.

Eagerly waited for

The next Z-Magazine will be mainly filled with the 
developments at Z-Festival. There will therefore 
be no room for another instalment of ‘New Life’. 
The next three foals expected at the Studfarm are; 
one by Levisto Alpha Z out of Charcolle Z (Caritano 
Z) one of the upcoming talents of the stables, and 
two foals by Air Jordan Alpha Z, one out of Zaza Z 
(Zandor Z * Cocaine Z) and one out of Judy’s ex-
international Carlaya Z.

Zandor Z

Zandor Z, now a 25-yr-old, is the oldest stallion of the 
Studfarm, but Zangersheide will continue to use him 
as long as he is alive. Recently two Zandors were born 
which have exceptional quality. The first is a filly out of 
the young Ascala Z. Ascala Z is a daughter of Asca Z 
out of Carthago Z – Mr. Blue. This dark brown filly is 
high-legged and she has an exceptionally good canter. 
The second Zandor is a daughter of the young mare Lay 
Your Love On Z, the eldest daughter of - what can you 
expect with a name like that - Abba Z.

Cocaine Z

Cocaine Z is unquestionably one of the best brood-
mares of the Studfarm. She produced, amongst oth-
er, Tabou Z and the licensed stallions Crowntano Z and 
Candico Z. Crowntano Z was professionally trained by 
Kris Christiaens and Tobias Thoenes and has recently 
come to the stables of Judy Ann Melchior. This mare 
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produced three foals for us this year via ET. The last 
two are a grey filly by Asca Z and an exceptional filly by 
Air Jordan Alpha Z. Latter filly is a pleasure to watch, 
she is perfectly built. A sure promise for the future!


